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Navigating

"It's like using Google Maps."

Zoom out to see the whole canvas. Zoom in to see

the detail.

Adding images

1. Search for images in the left toolbar and drag

and drop them into the mural.

2. Or, drag and drop images from your desktop.

Using sticky notes

1. Double-click on the mural in the location you

want to add a sticky note.

2. Or, you can add a sticky note by selecting the

text icon on the sidebar and dragging out your

desired sticky note.
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Think about:

Questions?

What are your overall thoughts on the

organization of the campus?

       What works?

       What could be improved?

       Does parking/drop off and circulation

       work?

Are there any program spaces (indoor or

outdoor) that you feel are missing from the

master plan?

Do the proposed spaces have the correct

adjacencies?

      Are there any spaces that should be

     together but are not?

Do you have any questions about the

proposed draft master plan?
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            OPTION 1

            Questions

            Feedback

            Wrap Up
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5 minutes

            AGENDA

            EXISTING PLAN
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Think about:

Think about:

Think about:

Questions?

What are your overall thoughts on the

organization of the campus?

       What works?

       What could be improved?

       Does parking/drop off and circulation

       work?

Are there any program spaces (indoor or

outdoor) that you feel are missing from the

master plan?

Do the proposed spaces have the correct

adjacencies?

      Are there any spaces that should be

     together but are not?

Do you have any questions about the

proposed draft master plan?
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            OPTION 2

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS / PARKING LOT

             HOW TO READ A MASTER PLAN

5 minutes

            WRAP UP / SHARE BACK


